Run: Book One
by John Lewis
Tells the true story of John Lewis and his colleagues in the movement following the historic success of the Selma campaign and the Voting Rights Act.

Wynd: Flight of the Prince
by James Tynion IV
Wynd lives a quiet life in Pipetown - working at the local tavern, out of sight in the secret rooms beneath the floorboards. An encounter with the city guard sends him on the most dangerous adventure he could imagine, where Wynd will discover the magic in the world around him and, most importantly, the magic within himself.

Nubia: Real One
by L.L. McKinney
Nubia has always stood out because of her Amazonian strength, but even though she uses her ability for good she is seen as a threat, so when her best friend Quisha is threatened by a boy who thinks he owns the town, Nubia risks everything to become the hero society tells her she is not.

Squad
by Maggie Tokuda Hall
Becca moves to an upscale Silicon Valley suburb and is surprised when she develops a bond with girls who belong to the popular clique - and even more surprised when she learns that they are werewolves.

Squire
by Nadia Shammas
Hiding her status as a girl from conquered lands while training as a Squire on her quest to become a Knight, the only path to true citizenship, Aiza navigates friendships and rivalries until she discovers the military’s endgame.
**Fence**
by C.S. Pascat

**In Curie Society**
by Janet Harvey

**Unearthed**
by Lilliam Rivera

**Batter Royale**
by Leisl Adams

**Chilling Adventures of Sabrina**
by Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa

**Giant Days**
by John Allison

**Galaxy: The Prettiest Star**
by Jadzia Axelrod

**The Black Mage**
by Daniel Barnes

**Delilah Dirk & The Turkish Lieutenant**
by Tony Cliff

**Black Panther: A Nation Under our Feet**
by Ta-nehisi Coates

**The Backups: A Summer of Stardom**
by Alex De Campi

**Messy Roots**
by Laura Gao

**Teen Titans: Raven**
by Kami Garcia

**Human Ghost Centaur**
by Mat Heagerty

**Locke & Key: Welcome to Lovecraft**
by Joe Hill

**The Vision: Little More Than a Man**
by Tom King

**Mamo**
by Sas Millege

**The Tea Dragon Society**
by Kay O'Neill

**Heartstopper**
by Alice Oseman

**The Girl from the Sea**
by Molly Ostertag

**Bloom**
by Kevin Panetta